R. MANSFIELD of compact sets and so is nonempty.
Clearly a^ß implies that DnF(a(«)) is disjoint from n»F(/3(«)). Thus P is uncountable.
Furthermore P can also be written as f|nlj{^(í):length (s) =«}. Since there are only 2" sequences of length «, this shows that P is an intersection of finite unions of compact sets, and so is itself compact. The intersection of P with An is equal to P HU \F(s): length (s) = « A AnQF(s)\, which is closed; completing the proof of the lemma. Now let 2 be any analytic subset of the plane which is universal for analytic subsets of the line; i.e. for any linear analytic set A there is a number x such that A = [y : (x, y) E 2} [l, §34].
Theorem.
2 ¿5 not in the a-algebra generated by the measurable rectangles.
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then S is in a o--algebra generated by a countable set of measurable rectangles. So suppose 2 is in the o--algebra generated by the entries of the sequence (AnXBn)ne.w.
But for A an arbitrary linear analytic set there is an x with A = \y'-(x, y)G2}.
Thus A is in the ir-algebra generated by the sequence (Bn), where P" =P" if xEAn and Bn =0 if x(£An. Thus every linear analytic set is in the er-algebra generated by {5n:«GwjU{o|.
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